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The panel code has been a pivotal tool for aerodynamic simulations for decades, today
providing users with quick solutions without the necessity of a volume grid. Unfortunately,
the panel code also carries with it some inherent shortcomings when compared with other
methods. One such weakness is its inability to account for any work done on or by the
system in question. This paper proposes a method to address this issue by combining
vortex particles with a panel code, and using them to model the work eﬀects of a propeller
or engine. While the proposed model is still a work in progress, it has already demonstrated
the ability to qualitatively predict pressure coeﬃcient and velocity changes that would be
expected for a variety of propeller-body combinations.
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σ
Regularized function
σ̆
Inﬂuence is from a source element
∞
Freestream
Superscript
p
Particle index
q
Particle index

I.

Introduction

Design is an iterative process, and each successive iteration tends to require more resources and manpower
than the one previous. While iterations near to design completion often run extensive computational cases,
sometimes taking weeks to produce results, the early stages of design call for something that can provide a
relatively accurate solution in a much faster timeframe, and with the capability to test a much greater number
of geometries. The panel code, ﬁrst suggested by Hess and Smith, meets the description of a good tool for
the early stages of design, but it comes with its own set of shortcomings.1 While panel codes can provide
rapid solutions to various geometries without the requirement of a volume grid, they cannot account for
the vorticity addition associated with accurately modeling an aircraft engine or propeller, and are therefore
incapable of modeling propulsion-airframe interaction. That is to say that a method that cannot account
for vorticity, cannot, through the relationship of Crocco’s Theorem, account for enthalpy gradients.
∂V
− V × (V × V) = T Vs − VH
∂t

(1)

In general, vortex particles are useful for measuring speciﬁc ﬂow phenomena, and particularly for ﬂows
with enthalpy changes, but because of O(n2 ) computational costs they can become ineﬃcient for modeling
large ﬂowﬁelds. The addition of vortex particles into a panel code is not an entirely new idea, as particles
have been used to model the wakes shed from aircraft and from rotors on rotorcraft.2–8 One challenging
goal to achieve is stability, particularly for a model such as this whose touted feature is the ability to be
quickly implemented on widely varying cases. Another potentially diﬃcult aspect of vortex particles in
three dimensions is dealing with the vortex stretching term that arises when there is a velocity gradient and
vorticity in the same dimension.
Dω
= ω · Vu
(2)
Dt
The goal of this research is to create a suitable code that will utilize existing developments in vortex
particle methods including 3D stretching, viscous diﬀusion, and high order time stepping to model propulsionairframe interaction while still avoiding the volume grid and preventing the need for week long computation
times. Aside from using current vortex particle techniques, one of the most important aspects of the research
is to make the ﬁnal product very user friendly and remove the requirement for a detailed understanding of
vortex particles to run general analyses.
A.

Vortex Particle Wakes

Vortex particles have already been used to simulate the wake shed from an aircraft.2–7 The simulations used
particles to represent the wake, and a panel code was used to calculate the potential solution for the aircraft
body. The wake immediately shed from the body was modeled using a buﬀer region that was composed of
doublet panels. For each time step all the wake information from the previous step was shed in the form of
vortex particles used for modeling the far wake. An example of this can be seen in Figure 1.
The process of time stepping used in vortex particle wakes is similar to the one employed in this research.
The diﬀerences between the aircraft particle wake and our current research lie both in the fact that our
particles are used speciﬁcally to simulate propulsion system eﬀects, and that there is a much greater potential
for particle-panel physical interaction in our current research that requires unique attention. Additionally, the
particles spacing remains quite constant in the vortex particle wake simulation, whereas with the actuator
disk simulation we are proposing there can be dramatic spacing changes due to accelerations within the
engine slipstream. The results of this particle wake method show that our current research is both feasible
and promising.
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Figure 1. Vortex particle wake shed from a 3D paneled aircraft in FastAero.2–4

B.

Rotor Modeling

Vortex particles have also been used as an eﬀective method for modeling the unique ﬂow challenges of
rotorcraft, including accounting for the interaction between multiple bodies and the non-negligible inﬂuences
of the rotor wakes on the aerodynamics.6–8 In these cases, vortex particles were used to model the wake
while a panel code was used to model the body of the rotors, with the beneﬁt of being drastically less
computationally expensive than CFD, a goal similar to the one sought in this research. The panel calculations
were completed for a given time step and then the near wake panels transfered values to particles that are
then shed from the rotor. A sample simulation from Opoku et al. is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Vortex particle wake shed from a 3D rotating propeller in GENUVP.6, 7

The main diﬀerence between our research and the rotor model is the high amount of interactivity that
occurs between particles and panels, with frequent opportunity for particles to pass into bodies. The increased
frequency of particles passing extremely near to bodies adds an extra level of diﬃcult in that it requires special
treatment to keep particles from entering those bodies. While in the rotor model the particle discretization
is dictated by the selection of panels on the rotor, in our research the most eﬀective method for selecting
particle release points remains to be found, along with ways to translate propulsion exit conditions into
vortex particle initial conditions.
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II.

Vortex Particle Theory

When using vortex particles one of the most important characteristics that must be accounted for is
the singularity in particle inﬂuence. This can easily be accomplished through the use of cutoﬀ functions
that return velocity inﬂuence to zero as the distance from the particle tends towards zero, as was ﬁrst done
by Chorin.9 The cutoﬀ function selected for this method is the high order algebraic function proposed by
Winckelmans.10, 11
15
1
ζ (ρ) =
(3)
8π (ρ2 + 1)2
This cutoﬀ equation was chosen mainly due to the simplicity it provides in calculating ﬂow diagnostics,
a series of terms whose theoretical evolutionary trends are known and are therefore tracked to determine
numerical eﬀects, which would be pivotal to veriﬁcation and validation of the method. The results of
a regularized equation compared with the original singular equation can be seen in Figure 3, where the
singular kernel value tends towards inﬁnity as the distance tends towards zero, while the regularized kernel
value returns to zero as distance tends toward zero.
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Figure 3. Kernal value comparison as a function of radial distance away from a point vortex.

Each vortex particle used in the simulation carries with it a strength that exerts a decaying velocity
inﬂuence, starting at its position and decreasing as the distance from the particle increases. All of the
individual vortex particle strengths contribute their vorticity to constructing a vorticity ﬁeld as follows,
L
αp (t)ζ(x − xp (t)),
(4)
ω σ (x, (t)) =
p

where the vorticity ﬁeld is the sum of the contribution of all p particles.10–18 The velocity ﬁeld is not
directly available, but rather must be computed by taking the curl of the streamfunction, ψ(x, t), where the
streamfunction solves Equation 5.
(5)
V2 ψ(x, t) = −ω(x, t)
The streamfuncion can be rewritten as
ψ(x, t) =

L

G(x − xp (t))αp (t),

p
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(6)

where G(x) is a function of x that solves Equation 5, and the product is summed over all p particles, each
with strength αp that make up the vorticity ﬁeld. The velocity can therefore be written as
L
L
u(x, t) = V × ψ(x, t) =
V(G(x − xp (t))) × αp (t) =
K(x − xp (t)) × αp (t),
(7)
p

p

where K is the Biot-Savart Kernel. The inﬂuence equation is traditionally singular, but for stability reasons
a cutoﬀ function is generally incorporated into it as mentioned earlier, which changes the kernel by a factor
of 4πgσ (x). With the high order algebraic cutoﬀ gσ function the velocity inﬂuence equation can be written
in numerical form as
1 L (|xp − xq |2 + 52 σ 2 ) p
d p
x (t) = −
(x − xq ) × αq ,
(8)
dt
4π q (|xp − xq |2 + σ 2 ) 52
where to ﬁnd the velocity at the location of particle p the sum is taken over all q particles that make up the
vorticity ﬁeld.10
As mentioned earlier, an additional factor that aﬀects three dimensional vortex particle ﬂow is vortex
stretching, which changes the strength of the particles over time, and thereby changes the inﬂuence each
particle exerts. In two dimensions this term doesn’t appear because for an x-y problem the vorticity is only in
the z dimension. As a result of the vorticity ﬁeld being related to the velocity ﬁeld, whenever changes occur
in the velocity ﬁeld, such as through the inﬂuence of an airfoil, there will consequently be vorticity changes.
This vorticity change appears as a stretching term, which is calculated with a dot product between velocity
gradient and vorticity vectors, where, in two dimensions, the velocity gradient has only x and y components,
while vorticity only has a z component, compared to in three dimensions when both the velocity gradient
and vorticity each have x, y, and z components. Similar to the velocity equation, the stretching equation is
dependent on the selected cutoﬀ equation. There are three potential formulations of the stretching function;
the classical, transpose, and mixed schemes.12 The transpose scheme is used in this research due to its ability
to conserve total vorticity, and in the high order algebraic form it can be written as
d p
x (t) = (αp (t) · VT )uσ (xp (t), t).
dt

(9)

The stretching equation has roots in the momentum equation for a ﬂuid with constant density, which
can be written as
(
)
p x·x
∂x
+ ω × x = −V
+
(10)
+ νV2 u.
∂t
ρ
2
Equation 10 can be changed into vorticity format by taking the curl of the entire equation, resulting in
∂ω
+ V × (ω × u) = νV2 ω,
∂t

(11)

which is equivalent to

Dω
= (u · V)ω + νV2 ω.
(12)
Dt
Following similar steps to those taken to get the velocity equation, uσ is substituted for u, and the gradient
is then taken of the resulting equation with regularization kernel in place. Complete derivations of this are
carried out by Winckelmans.10 The resulting equation in numerical form can be written as
(
1 L 3 (|xp − xq |2 + 52 σ 2 ) p
d p
α (t) =
α × αq + ...
dt
4π q
2 (|xp − xq |2 + σ 2 ) 52
3

(|xp − xq |2 + 72 σ 2 )
7

(|xp − xq |2 + σ 2 ) 2
105ν

(αp · ((xp − xq ) × αq ))(xp − xq ) + ...

σ4

)
p q
q p
(vol
α
−
vol
α
)
.
9

(|xp − xq |2 + σ 2 ) 2
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(13)

III.

Particle and Panel Code Integration

The combination of a panel code with a vortex particle scheme requires several main steps. The main
feature of each method is a number of locations where strengths are assigned, each of which exerts velocity
inﬂuences throughout the space around them. In one case the locations are panels, each with a panel
strength, and in the other case the locations are particles, each with a particle strength.
A.

Particle and Panel Inﬂuence on Particles

To convect the particles downstream the velocity at each individual particle location must be found. This
velocity is composed of several potential components; the freestream velocity, the inﬂuence from all the
other particles, and the inﬂuence from all the panels. The total velocity for a given particle starts with the
components of the freestream velocity. From there the inﬂuences from all the other particles are calculated
at the current particle location using Equation 8 for velocity, which, for convenience, is restated here.
Vpart,p = −

1 L (|xp − xq |2 + 52 σ 2 ) p
(x − xq ) × αq
4π q (|xp − xq |2 + σ 2 ) 52

Finally, the inﬂuence from the panel strengths is added in to obtain a resultant total velocity. The
inﬂuence from the panels depends on which type of panels are used. In the case of this research the
MATLAB version of the APAME panel code was used, which employs a source and doublet constant strength
combination panel.19 The three dimensional velocity inﬂuence is computationally costly, so in addition to
using equations for constant strength source and doublet panels for locations close in proximity to the panel,
equations were also used for point source and doublet inﬂuence for locations far from the panel.20, 21 The
distance at which the transition between constant strength and point equations is set by the user, but is
generally around ﬁve panel lengths away.20 The panel velocity inﬂuence equations for constant strength
panels are
4
L
σ̆
(GL(SM(l) − SL(m)) + Cqp,i (n))
Vσ̆,p =
(14)
4π
i=1
Vµ,p =

4
µ L
(a × b)(|a| + |b|)
,
4π i=1 (|a|)(|b|)((|a|)(|b|) + (a · b))

(15)

where the terms in the source equation are deﬁned in the documentation for VSAERO, and a and b are the
distances between the point of interest, p, and the endpoints of side i of panel q, and each a and b should
really have a subscript, i.21 For point sources and doublets the equations are
σ̆Aq (Rqp )
4π(|Rqp |)3

(16)

µAq 3(Rpq · nq )(Rpq ) − |Rpq |2 (nq )
,
4π
(Rpq )5

(17)

Vσ̆,p =
Vµ,p =

where Rqp is the vector distance between the survey point, p, and the source or doublet location, q, and Aq
is the area of panel whose strength is at q.
In addition to ﬁnding the velocity inﬂuence at each particle location to convect those particles down
stream, the velocity gradient must also be found at each location so that the particle strengths can be
correctly updated. In the combination of the panel code and particle method there are two sources of ve
locity gradient, and therefore two sources that contribute to vortex stretching. With the transpose scheme,
and using suﬃx notation, we start with
(
)
∂ul
d p
αi = αpl
,
(18)
dt
∂xi
where the velocity can be broken into the component from particles and the component from panels as
follows;
)
(
∂
d p
αi = αpl
(ul,particle + ul,panel ) .
(19)
dt
∂xi
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Finally, the partial derivative term and the particle strength term can be distributed so that the two stretching
terms can be calculated independently and then summed together to ﬁnd the total stretching inﬂuence at
point p.
(
)
(
)
∂ul,particle
∂ul,panel
d p
p
p
α = αl
+ αl
(20)
dt i
∂xi
∂xi
Currently, the stretching component due to particles has been recreated and veriﬁed, while the stretching
component due to panels are still being derived and will be implemented in the near future.10
B.

Particle Inﬂuence on Panels

In addition to there being velocity inﬂuence on particles, there is also an inﬂuence on each panel collocation
point. The inﬂuences from panels and the freestream velocity are already found in a traditional panel code.
The only additional inﬂuence left to ﬁnd on the panels is that from the particles. This inﬂuence is found the
same way that the particle inﬂuence on other particles was found, by examining the inﬂuence of the particles
based on their distance from each panel collocation point. In a traditional source-doublet combination panel
code the freestream conditions are used to calculate source strength of each panel.
σ̆j = nj · Q∞

(21)

When the particles are combined with the panel code, the particle inﬂuence is added into the freestream
conditions to solve for the source strength of each panel.
σ̆j = nj ·

Q∞ +

L

Vq

(22)

q

Now in Equation 22 the source strength for panel j comes from not only the freestream velocity components
at panel j, but also the summed inﬂuence of all q particles at panel j as well.

IV.

Technique Veriﬁcation and Validation

A variety of veriﬁcation and validation studies were carried out to ensure that all of the diﬀerent models
being combined were being constructed correctly and implemented in a way that would provide the most
accurate numerical solutions. This includes veriﬁcation of methods reproduced from existing work, as well as
validation of subsections of the new method against analytical solutions and through qualitative observations.
A.

Vortex Particle Method Veriﬁcation

To verify that the evolution equations were constructed correctly, a comparison was made of the current con
struction with results from the original research. Winckelmans provided a section devoted entirely to various
numerical simulations, and of these the single torus vortex stability simulation was used for veriﬁcation.10
The easiest way to compare with the solution from Winckelmans was through comparisons of the linear and
quadratic diagnostics evaluated at various points of the simulation. These diagnostics include total vorticity,
linear and angular impulse, kinetic energy, and enstrophy. The derivations and computational equations for
these diagnostics can be found in a variety of papers.10, 11, 22
1.

Low Storage Runge-Kutta Time Stepping Scheme

One aspect of the particle method certain to contribute to overall accuracy is the time stepping method by
which particles are convected downstream. The simplest approach is to use a standard Euler Method, also
known as the ﬁrst order Runge-Kutta.
( )
dx
xt+1 = xt + dt
(23)
dt
Higher order time convection solutions can be achieved, but they tend to be accompanied by higher
complexity as well as higher computational storage requirements. The burdensome storage requirements
occur because at each time step there are O(n) coeﬃcients to calculate, where in this case n is the order of
accuracy, and all n coeﬃcients are needed to calculate the new position for that time. In the vortex torus
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example of Winckelmans, a third order low storage Runge-Kutta solver was used. The low storage method
addresses the high computational storage requirements traditionally experienced with higher order solvers
through a method of overwriting data for each of the n coeﬃcients.23, 24 Additionally, this method utilizes
a technique to eliminate all of the ﬁrst order round oﬀ error, which, depending on the scale and time step
size, can contribute largely to the accuracy of the solver.
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Figure 4. Single precision Runge-Kutta error with and without ﬁrst order roundoﬀ error removal.

Figure 4 shows the total error in approximating the sine function, where the total error is the sum of
the truncation and the roundoﬀ error. The ﬁgure shows the diﬀerence between a low storage method with
roundoﬀ error removed and one without error removed. For relatively small step sizes there is no diﬀerence
between the two methods, but as step size gets smaller and smaller the roundoﬀ error associated with each
step compounds more and more. The total error actually levels out near 10−8 because the test was done
in single precision, but without roundoﬀ error removed the total error climbs up above the minimum, while
with roundoﬀ error removed the total error stays at the minimum. Similar behavior is observed when double
precision values are used, with the total error reaching a smaller number before roundoﬀ error removal shows
beneﬁts.
The technique of creating these low storage solvers has inﬁnite potential solutions, although there are
only a ﬁnite number that have speciﬁc beneﬁts that make them worth consideration.23 This research chose
case 7 from Williamson, here called Equation 24, because the authors believe it is the same solver used in
the vortex torus simulation of Winckelmans.
(
)
dx0
q1 = dt
− 6(e3 )
dt
1
x1 = x0 + (q1 )
3
(
)
dx1
5
10
q2 = dt
− (e1 ) − (q1 )
dt
3
9
15
x2 = x1 + (q2 )
16
(
)
dx2
153
15
(q2 )
q3 = dt
− (e2 ) −
dt
8
128
8
x3 = x2 + (q3 )
15
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(24)

B.

Vortex Particle Actuator Disk Validation

It was important to the authors to ensure that discretized vortex particles could accurately model the eﬀects
of a propeller. To check this, the particle propeller model was compared with exact solutions for heavily
loaded actuator disks.25, 26 As Figure 5 shows, the current method doesn’t agree exactly with analytical
mathematical actuator disk solutions, but this is to be expected due to diﬀerences in the two techniques.
The diﬀerences between the axial velocity proﬁles for the considered elementary case of a parabolic propeller
loading do however seem to be small. Figure 5 uses 441 particles per time step to discretize the propeller,
and runs for enough time that the wake of the streamtube is at least four propeller radii downstream to
avoid it inﬂuencing velocities at the diﬀerent survey areas.
2
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Figure 5. Axial velocity variation at various axial locations in the streamtube, indicated by values in the
legend. The bold dashed lines represent the numerical vortex particle approximation to the same colored solid
line representing an analytical solution from Conway.25, 26

In Figure 5 there are several noticeable diﬀerences between the current numerical method and the ana
lytical solutions of Conway. The ﬁrst is the smaller magnitude of numerical velocity proﬁles downstream of
the propeller. This diﬀerence is a result of the discretization of the continuous strength distribution from
the analytical solution into a series of ﬁnite point particles. Increasing the number of particles increases the
accuracy of that discretization, and thereby reduces the diﬀerence in magnitudes. Additionally, there are
some diﬀerences near the tip of the propeller for both of the downstream locations. These diﬀerences stem
from the overall contraction of the analytical versus the numerical streamtubes. This is another area where
a more accurate discretization leads to better strength representation near the propeller tip, and therefore
to more accurate contraction.
The vortex particle method inherently has several features that are found in more advanced exact so
lutions. First, the particle method has natural streamtube contraction associated with a heavily loaded
disk. Additionally, the vortex particle model can account for viscous eﬀects through a diﬀusion term in
the vortex stretching equation that actuator disks cannot.27, 28 Also, the particle model gives an unsteady
solution, since the propeller is instantaneously started at time zero and run as long as desired, while actuator
disk solutions assume steady state conditions. The ﬂexibility of an unsteady solution allows for analysis of
dynamic cases such as an aircraft throughout a maneuver or the ﬂapping wing vehicle of Willis.2

V.

Results

The research is currently focused on developing the correct formulations for panel velocity inﬂuence
gradients that will provide a complete model of vortex stretching. Those formulations are not yet complete
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at this time, and therefore the following solutions neglect the entire stretching term. The results presented
here are provided to show that qualitatively the proposed method appears promising, but don’t yet reﬂect the
full extent of this research, nor the maximum potential of the method. Once the complete vortex stretching
function is assembled it will be added into the model, and these cases, along with others, will be examined.
A.

Contra Rotating Propeller Centered on a Wing

One of the most basic possible combinations is that of a simple rectangular wing with a contra rotating
propeller to remove swirl centered on the leading edge so that equal propeller airﬂow travels over the top
and bottom of the wing. The wing geometry is sized based on the wing in AGARD report that will be
validated against in the future, with a chord of 0.5 meters and a span of 2.06 meters.29 The wing is
discretized into 1,342 panels, and the simulation is run for simplicity with 225 particles released to discretize
the propeller at each time step.

Figure 6. Contra rotating propeller with streamtube passing around a symmetric airfoil at zero angle of attack.

Figure 6 shows the geometry and ﬁnal particle locations, with the particles evenly distributed above and
below the wing, as would be expected for a symmetric airfoil. The diﬀerent colors indicate particles released
at diﬀerent time steps in the simulation. There is an unsteady wake that occurs at the end of the simulated
propeller ﬂow, rolling up onto itself. The ﬁgure also shows that, while the vast majority of the particles
are perturbed around the airfoil, as the airﬂow would be in reality, the particles at the exact center of the
propeller, where the inﬂuences from the top and bottom of the airfoil are identical, are forced into the airfoil
due to continually canceling vertical velocities. This tendency for some particles to enter the body is an issue
that has arisen with the method, and potential treatments will be discussed in more detail in Section VI.
Figures 7 and 8 show the pressure coeﬃcient distribution on the upper and lower surfaces, with the
arrows indicate the front and the right of the wing in both cases. The pressure coeﬃcient distribution is
identical for both the upper and lower surface. This is what we would expect, considering that the eﬀects of
the propeller are identical on both sides of the wing, and the airfoil is symmetric and at zero angle of attack.
The area on both the upper and lower surface of the wing inside the propeller streamtube clearly has much
lower pressure coeﬃcients than it would without the propeller present. The reduced pressure coeﬃcients are
a product of the increased speeds over the wing in those sections, but because the speed increase is seen
symmetrically on both sides there is no expectation of lift. The panel density on the wing is fairly low,
especially near the center of the wing, and that results in the sharp gradients present on the contour plot. A
higher density grid would most likely reveal a smooth spanwise transition of pressure coeﬃcients, following
the trend of the radial variation of axial velocity seen in Figure 5.
B.

Contra Rotating Propeller Above a Wing

Another simple geometry to examine is a contra rotating propeller placed above the wing to increase the
velocity on the upper surface and create lift, even with a symmetric airfoil at zero angle of attack. The wing
10 of 16
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Figure 7. Pressure coeﬃcient distribution on the top of a wing inside the streamtube of a contra rotating
propeller, where the arrows indicate the front and right of the wing.
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Figure 8. Pressure coeﬃcient distribution on the bottom of a wing inside the streamtube of a contra rotating
propeller, where the arrows indicate the front and right of the wing.

geometry was the same in this case as in the previous one, but the propeller was shifted up by its radius so
that the lowest point of the propeller was at the leading edge of the wing. The case was also run with 1,342
panels and 225 particles discretizing the propeller every time step.
Figure 9 shows streamtube contraction as expected, as well as the startup wake from the propeller due
to the unsteady nature of the solution. One promising result observed in this ﬁgure is the acceleration of
particles following the contour of the surface, indicating that the speed increase of the propeller is combining
with that of the upper surface of the airfoil. Additionally, we see that the entire streamtube has a slightly
negative angle to it, indicating that lift is being produced by the wing.
Figures 10 and 11 show contours of pressure coeﬃcient on the top and bottom of the wing. A slightly
lower pressure coeﬃcient value can be seen on the upper surface where the propeller is, compared to the
lower surface. The stagnation point in the span section underneath the propeller has been pulled down onto
the lower surface, while, if the propeller wasn’t present, the symmetric airfoil would have a stagnation point
exactly at the leading edge. This is a result of the fact that the propeller physically pulls air onto the upper
surface that, without a propeller, would have traveled over the lower surface instead.
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Figure 9. Contra rotating propeller with streamtube passing over the top of a symmetric airfoil at zero angle
of attack.
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Figure 10. Pressure coeﬃcient distribution on the top of a wing underneath the streamtube from a contra
rotating propeller, where the arrows indicate the front and right of the wing.

C.

Rotating Propeller Above a Wing

The ﬁnal case examined for this paper is that of a single rotating propeller placed above a wing in the same
manner as the previous case. The overall eﬀects due to the propeller velocity should be nearly identical
between the two cases, since the particle strengths that cause the contraction and acceleration have been
left unchanged. In addition to those contraction eﬀects, this case will no longer be symmetric about the half
span because of the rotational eﬀects occurring in the streamtube. This example begins to show the true
potential of the method because it can display the asymmetric eﬀects that are common with a single rotating
propeller, and account for those same eﬀects in the calculation of force and moment coeﬃcients without the
use of a volume grid.
Figure 12 shows streamtube contraction again, as well as the startup wake from the propeller due to the
unsteady nature of the solution. A key diﬀerence between this case with swirl and the contra rotating case
earlier is the appearance that particle density is much higher. This is because, especially farther downstream,
the eﬀects of swirl mean that the particles don’t overlap as much, and therefore appear to be more numerous
from the side, even though the particle counts are identical for the two cases.
Figures 13 and 14 show contours of pressure coeﬃcient that are similar top and bottom to the case
without swirl, with the exception that, with swirl, the distributions are no longer spanwise symmetric. On
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Figure 11. Pressure coeﬃcient distribution on the bottom of a wing underneath the streamtube from a contra
rotating propeller, where the arrows indicate the front and right of the wing.

Figure 12. Rotating propeller mounted with streamtube passing over the top of a symmetric airfoil at zero
angle of attack.

top of the wing, the right portion shows that the particles moving away from the wing surface decrease the
pressure ever further, while the downward swirling motion on the left portion increase the pressure slightly.
On the lower surface there is some slight asymmetry, but it is much less pronounced because the propeller is
located on the upper surface. We do see the same movement of the stagnation point onto the lower surface at
the span locations near where the propeller is, again indicating that lift is being created even on a symmetric
airfoil with no angle of attack, due to the interaction with the propeller.

VI.

Ongoing Work

Throughout the course of the work so far, a variety of lessons have been learned that indicate the need for
ongoing study of the current method. Once all of the individual components are complete and tested, a ﬁnal
validation will be made to assess the quantitative merits of the overall method. After that, ﬁndings with
regard to particles entering bodies indicate that research should be done into optimum time step sizes and
stepping techniques. Additionally, when, during the research, the three dimensional panel code was selected,
it had been written with a steady, single spanwise panel wake, whose overall eﬀect on the quantitative
accuracy of the method is currently unknown. Finally, the computational cost of running some of the more
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Figure 13. Pressure coeﬃcient distribution on the top of a wing underneath a propeller streamtube with swirl,
where the arrows indicate the front and right of the wing.

Figure 14. Pressure coeﬃcient distribution on the bottom of a wing underneath a propeller streamtube with
swirl, where the arrows indicate the front and right of the wing.

recent cases has also increased, as the desired number of particles and panels has increased, to the point that
research into treecode techniques will now be useful.
A.

Quantitative Comparison and Validation with AGARD Data

As a ﬁnal test of the method, once all the individual components have been built and veriﬁed, the goal
is to compare results from the method with experimental data from AGARD.29–31 The conﬁguration to be
tested is a nacelle mounted prop, with the nacelle mounted symmetrically on a wing. The comparison should
shed light on the accuracy of pressure coeﬃcient and velocity values calculated on the surface of the model.
Panel geometries have already been generated for these tests, so once all veriﬁcation has been completed the
validation can quickly begin. One important prerequisite for the validation is the completion of a model to
assign particle strengths in a way accurately reﬂective of real propellers such as the one used in the AGARD
experiment.
B.

Time Stepping and Stability

Management of time step sizes throughout the analysis has the potential to vastly alter the run time either
positively or negatively. The n body problem necessitates a trade between the time cost of a small step
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size and the reduced accuracy and particle-in-body problems of a larger time step size. The particle-in
body issue stems from the fact that particle positions are advanced over ﬁnite time intervals, and therefore
approach bodies in leaps of position rather than continuously. This is a problem because if a time step is
too large a particle may be inﬂuenced to take a step that places it inside a body representing a physical
object, whereas if the particle had moved in its theoretically continuous motion the opposing inﬂuence from
the body would have repelled it as its distance from the body decreased. Smaller time step size allows for
a better approximation of the theoretically continuous particle motion, but each decrease in time step size
requires a corresponding increase in total run time to convect particles the same distance, and achieving
a large convected distance is important to make sure that the unsteady wake doesn’t inﬂuence results in
the area of interest. Additionally, only certain particles will likely have a chance to collide with the body,
thereby requiring the reduced time step size, while the rest would have a reduced step size resulting in a
slower time without any beneﬁts gained.
One subset of potential work that could go into time step techniques is more in depth analysis of the
various higher order time stepping techniques, including all the potentially useful Runge-Kutta schemes, to
see which is most eﬀective in terms of stability and ability to model the continuous, theoretical particle paths
to avoid entry into bodies.
C.

Panel Code Wake Method

The quantitative eﬀects of the current panel code wake method with respect to the particle method are
still unknown. The current panel code uses a single spanwise wake panel for each chordwise trailing edge
panel to which it attaches. The wake is completely regrown, along with all the panel strengths, for each
particle time step, rather than actively growing the wake along with the particle stepping. There are many
potential methods for wake implementation, and if the current wake method becomes an issue then other
methods will be investigated. The ideal method would most likely be a vortex particle wake, implemented
alongside methods such as a treecode to drastically increase the speed of n body problems such as this one,
while taking advantage of the vortex method framework that is already implemented. The vortex particle
wake would also provide the ability to account for dynamic motion of the body, such as perturbations due
to gusts, or ﬂapping eﬀects of a ﬂapping wing aircraft.
D.

Computational Eﬃciency Improvements

Finally, since the particle and panel count continue to increase with the complexity of bodies being model,
it is becoming important to examine how to optimize the computational performance. One ma jor source
of potential gain is a treecode type data structure that would allow for grouping of many particles far
away from the point of interest into one inﬂuencing point, thereby drastically reducing the required number
of computations. A variety of large scale particle methods and panel codes currently implement similar
techniques.
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